## Problem-Solving Questions for Team Builders:

1. Have you ever had to do something for work you knew you’d struggle with? How’d you prepare for it?
2. Which developing technology do you think will transform the future?
3. If you were stranded on a desert island, what three things would you want with you?
4. If you could add a word to the dictionary, what would it be?
5. What upcoming technological innovation do you think will impact you most during the next five years?
6. How would you spend a million dollars in 24 hours?
7. What one skill should everyone on Earth have?
8. If you had an extra hour of time each day, how would you use it?
9. Would you rather have the power to become invisible or read minds? Why?
10. Describe one time you took a huge leap of faith. Did it pay off?
11. What color would you paint this room?
12. Which of your five senses do you think is the strongest? Which is the weakest?
13. Share a good riddle or brain teaser with the group.
14. Which amenity do you think your workspace currently lacks?
15. If you had a chance to rescue an armful of your possessions during a natural disaster, what would you grab?
16. If you had to pick only one type of food to survive on for a week, what would you pick?